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            Your home, as new. 

It’s that simple!

Planning a renovation? Settling into a new place?

Or maybe you just need a change?

With Vilo products you can change your place on your own: affordable, quick and easy. And the effects will be unique.
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            Attractive price

            [image: Attractive price]
            Interesting design 
 
for reasonable price.
          

                  
            Quick to install

            [image: Quick to install]
            Easy and quick change which fun 
 
for the entire family.
          

                  
            Quality

            [image: Quality]
            Unique effects which add new 
 
character to your home.
          

                  
            DIY installation

            [image: DIY installation]
            Do it yourself 
 
– save money and time.
          

              

    



        
  
    
      
        
            Vinyl rigid core flooring

            

            Vinyl floors with a rigid core, called rigid floors, are a new quality in the Vilo brand flooring offer. The rigid core gives them exceptional durability, and the UV-hardened ceramic matt coating makes the floor resistant to scratches and stains. 

            
              Read more
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            Skirting boards

            

            Vilo skirting boards are both extremely durable and practical. They are quick and simple to install, resistant to moisture and impact as well as easy to clean

            
              Read more
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            Underlays for panels

            

            Vilo underlays are a very good product that works perfectly in a residential environment. They level out a floor’s unevenness, are appropriately resistant to mechanical stress and moisture, and provide optimal acoustic isolation.
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            Upholstered panels

            

            How about refreshing the interior of the bedroom or the living room within a few hours? Without unnecessary preparation, equipment or a big clean up after the renovation? With upholstered panels, it is very simple. These soft elements are practical as well as aesthetically pleasing, which has made them a popular choice in interior design.

Panels not only provide the room with additional warmth: a properly selected colour can completely change your interior.

            
              Read more
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            Decorative wall Motivo

            

            No more problems with wallpapering, plastering or painting – just glue Motivo panels to the wall. Intuitive installation and a huge range of patterns will let you adjust the room as you wish. The effects will surprise you!

            
              Read more
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            Interior windowsills

            

            Windows are the most exposed elements of any interior. Therefore, they require good framing and finishing. If you are looking for ideas of a quick and inexpensive change – check Vilo windowsills.

            
              Read more
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            Laminate flooring

            

            Nothing will change your house or flat more than a new floor. And if you expect practical solutions and great effects, choose Vilo laminate flooring. You can install your new floor by yourself or with the help of friends and family.

            
              Read more
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            Wall panels

            

            Panels are water resistant which is why they work perfeclty in the kitchen, bathroom or hallway. Keeping the wall clean will not be a problem!

            
              Read more
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    Recommended products
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        Oak Classic

        Vinyl rigid core flooring
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        Regular 2

        Upholstered panels
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        Marble

        Windowsill overlay
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